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A remark on finite transducers

"
M. P. Schutzenberger
I.

Introduction.
In this note we consider a very restricted class of transducers,

i.e. of automata which transform finite input words into finite output
words (CF. 6).

The simplest case is the transformation consisting in

the replacement of every input letter x by an output word
is eventually the empty word

~(x)

which

eye Algebraically, since the set FX (F y )

of all finite input (output) words is the free monoid(l) generated by
the input alphabet

X = lxt(the output alphabet Y =lyL ), this trans-

formation is simply an homomorphism
If

~

is such that

~(f)

=

~:

~(ft)

FX-7 Fy
only if f = ft it is

called an encoding (with unique decipherability) and, then,

~

is an

isomorphism.
Next in simplicity are the transformations realized by a conventional (one way, one tape(8)) automaton supplemented by a printing
device c

Upon reading x on the input tape and, accordingly, going
~(s;x)

from the state s to the state st=sx, a word

function of sand

x only is printed on the output tape which is moved the corresponding
length e

Trivially, any mapping from FX to Fy can be performed by a

transformation of this type if no restriction is imposed on the number of states. We mall always assume here that
set.

This imposes drastic restrictions on

~

S =lStiS a finite

and, in particular, it

introduces a difference between the right transformations (where
reading and printing are done from left to right) and the

~

trans-

formations (where both operations are done in the opposite direction).
For example no (finite) right automaton can perform the task of

2

reproducing the input word when it ends with a given letter and of
printing nothing when it does not.
Consequently the composite operation which consist of transforming
first the input word by a right automaton and, then, of transforming
again the output word by a left automaton cannot as a rule be carried
out in a single pass; we shall call it a transduction and we shall
describe some of its elementary properties:
1.

The transductions form a set closed by finite composition and also

by inversion when this last operation has a meaning.
2. The transductions transform regular events (5) on the input words
into regular events on the output words and any regular event can be
obtained in this mannero
These two properties indicate that there is no difference between
the languages which can be accepted by finite automata and the languages
which can be produced by any bounded number of finite automata; here,
the boundedness condition cannot be omitted as it is easily shown by
Chomsky's counterexamples (Cf. 2).
For notational reasons it is more convenient to define a transduction

~

with sets of states

S, S'

as the transformation from an

input word f=x l x2 • "xn and a pair of states

slES, sieS' to an output

word that is obtained by replacing every letter

~i

by a fixed output

word ~(si;Xi;sri_i+l) where the states are given inductively by the
equations sj+l=sJx and s~_J+2 = x j s~_j+l • With this definition,
J
right (left) transductions correspond to the special case where
~(Si;X;S1) does not depend effectively upon its left (right) argument

and where, consequently,

Sf

state and, finally, omitted.

(5) can be taken as reduced to a single

3
The finite closure property 1. shows that this new construct
is equivalent to the composition of a right and of a left transduction;
encodings

correspond to the case where Sand S' reduce to a single

state and, then, the property 1 shows that the deciphering can always
be performed by a transduction.
Example.

Let X

= x1'x2

and Y = Y1' Y2'Y3

unique factorization f = X~l X~? ••••

Every input word

has a

into ~ x~k consisting of the

same letter x j repeated nk times and we suppose that we want to perform
the transformation ~ which lets invariant the runs of ~ length and
replaces every run of odd

1

~

length by Y3.

Thus, for example,
32
34
224
xl x2 xl x2 xl = Y3 x2 Y3 xl
This can be realized if for any'factorization f

= f'xf"

we

follow the two instructions:
Print out x if it belongs to a run of even length;
Print out Y3 or nothing when x belongs to a run of odd length according
to x is or is not the last letter of this run.
In order to carry them out it is enough to know that f' and f" are
respectively ending and beginning by runs of length n'>O n">O
letteJ;'s

xt

.

@d

x"

in the

because:

x belongs to a run of even length i f x'=x=x" and n' and n" have'different
parity or if x' ., x

=I x"

and .n' is odd or if x' -=/ x = x" and n" is odd;

x is the last letter of a run of odd length if x -=/

XII

and n' is even

informations can be supplied by twofinite state automata, one having
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read f' from left to right and the other one having read f" in the
opposite direction.
Let us now consider how this transformation could be achieved in
I

!!£

passes. The first one is performed by a right transduction with

states si (0) i

Z3 s i

= s;

< 4),

initial state So and transitions:

if i , 4 and z3s4

= s4;

Z4 s i

= s4

if i

i

3 and z4s;

= s;.

The printing rule is given by
Tl"(Zi;sj)

= Y3

= x1xl

when i

=1

when i
and

j

=2

and j ,1 ;

= 0,2,4

= x2x2

or i = 3 and

j

when i

= 0,1,2

= 4 and j =I 3 ;
; = ey (nothing)

in all other cases.

II. Formal definition and Nerode's Theoremo
A transduction Tl is given by the following structures:
1.

..

A finite input alphabet X = x and an outputalpha.bet Y = Yj

5
2~

Two finite sets of states S = Sand S' = s'

3. Two mappings

(SiX)~S

(X,S')~S'

and

;

written respectively sx and

xs' ;

4. A mapping

~: (S,X,S')~Fy

written ~(6;X;S') •

These mappings are extended in a natural fashion to any

f~FX

by the

following inductive rules:
seX=s and eXs l = s', ~(s;ex;st) = ey for any (S,SI) e (S,S') ;
for any fe F , x e X, (s,st) e (S,S')
s(fx) = (sf)x I (fX)SI

= f(xs')

X

~(s;fx;s')

= ~(S;f;XSI)i(sf;x;st).

It is easily checked that these rules are equivalent to the ones given
in the introduction.

By induction the last rules gives thefullowing

identity which could be taken as a definition and which displays

~

as

a two-sided coset mapping FX+Fy
for any f l ,f 2 ,f e FX
3
~(s;flf2f3;s')

= ~(S;fl;f2f3s')

In a more concrete manner

~

~(Sfl;f2;f3s') ~(Sflf2;f3;s') •

can be realized by finite matrices

whose entries belong to the union of Fy and of a zero

O.

Indeed for any x e X let IJX be a square matrix whose rows and
columns are indexed by the pairs (si,si,) e (S,SI) and whose entries
are IJX( (si,si,)' (Sj,Sj,»

= ~(si;x;sjt)

if SiX

= Sj

and Sit

=x

sj,

= 0 , otherwise.

Then if f=x l x2 ••• xn the corresponding output word
to the entry ~«s,fs'), (sf,s'»

of ~

= 1JX1

~(S;f;S')

is equal

1JX2 ••• IJXn •

Proof. For any feFX and xeX we have
~x«silsi,),(Sj,Sj,»

= k~(~«Si,si,),(sk'Sk,»)(IJX«sklsk,),(Sj,Sj,»)

where the summation is over all the pairs (Sk,sk') e (S,S').

The only

non zero term in the sum is the one corresponding to the pair defined

,

6

Sit

= fs k•

,

that is Sj = Si fX and

St'

= fXS

J••

Thus the entry

under consideration is equal to ~(si ifjXsj.) ~(sif;Xjsjl)' that is,
to ~(sijfXjsjt) and the result follows by induction.
Example. Let

x=

a,b

iY

= c,d

~(SijX;tj) = cc if x=a and i=j; = d if x=a and iij or if x=b and l=iij j

=c if x=b and i=j=2; = ey in all other cases.
~(sl;bbab;tl)

Then for instance

= ccc according to the following self

explanatory scheme

Also we have

o

1.l8=

d

0

d

o 0 ey

0

cc 0 0 0
o cc 0 0
000

00

0
fJb =
Oy c
o 0

o

o

d
0
0

o

0

o

0 ccc cccd

000
fJbbab = o 0 dd
000

o

ddd

o

As an immediate consequence of the definitions we derive the following
weak form of Nerodefs ultimate periodicity theorem
There exist finite integers m and n which are such that for any f,f',f"€F X'
(s,st) € (S,S'), p,r~O, and r < n one has

~(S;fff2m+pn+rf";st) = gfgPglI where g,gt,g"
Proof.

€

Fy do not depend on p.

Since Sand S' are finite we can find integers m and n such

that for all (S,Sf)

€

(S,8'), f

fm+r fm+pn+r S •
Sfm+-pn+r_
-8,

€

FX' P

= fm+-r S t •

~

Thus

0, 0

~

~ ( s;f'f

r

~

n we have

2m+pn+rfll;a ) =
'

7
Because of our choice of m and n the second factor is equal to p times
the word g = Tl(sf'fm+r;fn;fmfilS') and the result is proved.
III. Finite closure properties.

there corresponds a transduction ~ : (R;FX;R:)~FZ which is such that
for any f~Fx' (s,s') e (8,8') , (t,t') e (T,T') one has identically
~(t;Tl(s;fj");t') = ~(rif;r')

where the states reR and r'eR' are

functions of sand t and of s' and t' respectively.
We define an equivalence relation a on FX by the following r.ules:
af =af' (to be read : the a-class of f is the same as that of f') if

~.

and only i f
1. for all se8,

sf = sf' i

2. for all (s,s') e (8,8') and teT, tTl(s;fiS') = tTl(sjf';s').
The relation a has at most 88 x T T x 8 x 8' (8

: the number of states

in 8 ) distinct classes. Furthermore it is right regular (i.e.

af=af'

implies aff" = af' f" for all f") since when af = af' we have
1. sff" = sf'f" for any se8(because sf=sf')i
2. for any (s,s') e(8,8i) and teT, tTl(s;ff";s') = tTl(s;f;f"s')Tl(sfif";S')=
tT}(s;f';f"s')Tl(sf'jf";s') = tTl(s;f'f";s') • (because·
We now define R as the set of all triples r = (s,t,af) and the mapping
(R,X)~R

by (s,t,af)x = (s,t, afx).

In a perfectly symmetric manner we construct a left regular equivalence
, 8
a', a set of states R' = r' (s ,t ,a'f) and a mapping (X,R' )~R"'.
Finally we put

~«s,t,af)jX;(s'jt'ja'f'»=

s( tTl(s;fiXf's')iT}(sfiS;f's')jTl(sfxif'iS')t').

This definition is free from ambiguity because the three expressions

8
Tl(

,.

;

) entering in it depend only upon the classes at and a'f'; this

is a direct consequence of the definition of a and a' and it concludes
the proof since it is enough now to check by developing the expressions
that if f=f'x!" we have HtjTl(Sf
where r = (s,t,aex) and r' =(s',t',a'eX).
Before verifying the second closure properties we recall the following
~(t;Tl(sjf;s')jtt) = ~(rjfjrt)

facts:
1. Let R denote the family of the subsets F'CF

Z that Bre regular events
The given of an F'~RZ is equivalent

Z
in the sensfof S. C. Kleene(5).

(Cf. 10) to that of an homomorphism 'I: FZ-7P where P is a finite
monoid together With the subset P' of P associated to F'l by the relations
'IF' = P' i F'

= r-lp,

(=

). The equivalence on F defined
Z
by rf=rf' is at the same time left and right regular and it has only
f:rf

€

P'

finitely many classes.
2. According to D. HUffman's theOry(4) the transformation Tl can be
said to

beinf~ti~ lossless

Tl(s;fjS')

= Tl(sjf'js')

on the subset F' if the equations

, sf=sf'j fs' = f's', f,f'

€

F' imply f=f'.

III. 2.

If Tl is information lossless on the subset F'€ RX there exists
l
a transduction ~ ( = Tl- ) which is such that for any fE F', (s,st) E (S,S')
we have S(tiTl(sjfjs');t')

= fwhere

the states t €T and t'ET' are

functions of sand fs' and of s' and sf respectively.
~.

Let H be the set of all the words Tl(S;XiS') with X€X o

and K (K')

the set of all proper right (left) factors of the words of H (i.e. k€K
if and only if kf

€

H for some f1 ey ).

If a is a right regular equivalence on Fx with a classes we say
that g E Fy admits a factorization of type (at,si,sj,

,Sj,Si, ,k)

9

or is anya-class, Si,Sj eS, si"sj, e S' , kek) if there

(where

exist fe F and g'e Fy such that the following relations are satisfied:
X
-"'--"" 'g=g'k' g' -'I'I(s i '·ft ,'s'i" ), sf'
-- s j ,. f's'=
s'j ,
i
i '
V.L -

V.I.

,

-

,

-

"

Clearly, if h is the maximal length of an element of H, there exists
at most a x ( S x S' )2x h different types of factorization.
we write

Asl

As2

=

Thus if

when the elements gl,g2 e Fy admit exactly the same

set of types of factorization, the relation

~

has only finitely many

classes when the same is true of a and) by construction,

~

is right

regular.
In perfectly symmetric manner we associate a left regular equivalence
~t

on Fy to any left regular at on FX•

We now come to the construction of
the relations
relation

~

and

~,

~

• As indicated above we construct

on Fy associated with the (left and right regular)

r

on FX used for the definition of F' and we define T as the
set of all triples (s,S',Ag) with (s,s') e (S,S') and Ag a ~-classj the

mapping (T,y)T is given b¥,(s,s' ,Ag)y
and the mapping

(Y,Tt)~T'

of the relation

~t.

= (s,S',Agy).

The set of states T'

are defined in symmetric manner with the help

For each triple (s,s',xeX) such that T\(S;XjS')

1 ey

we select

arbitrarily one factorization kyk' of T\(SjXjS') and we define £ by
the following rules:
H(sl,s4,Ag~)jy;(s4'si'~'gt»... x if there exists g,g'eF y jkeKj k'eK'j

f,f t e FX;. 8 2 ,s3 e Sj
Ag

8

2,

s; e S' satisfying the following relations:

= Agk; ~'g' = ~'k'g';

,,
) ;

.

:

10

In all other cases the value of £(

) above is ey •

The possibility of solving all except the last of the above equations
.
f or g1ven
ye Y,

At'P
'\,
1~7~

·
" is a di rec t consequence 0 f the
g i,sl,s4,sl,s4

definition of ;>.. and ;>..' • Taken together these equations imply that
there exists at least one triple f,x,f' e FX for which one has
Tl(sl;fxf';si) = Skyk'g'
Slfxf'

= 84

fxf'

F' •

€

= gil

with a selected factorization;

and fxf'sil=s4 ;

Thus if the word gil

= gkyk'g'

has been obtained from a word fll

in Ff by a transduction with the indicated initial and final states,
it follows from III.l that Ht;gll;t i

)

will be identical to f" and,

because of the hypothesis that Tl is information lossless on Ff this
proves a posteriori that the above equations have a unique solution.
Remark.

Because of the assumption that S'is finite it is always

possible to realize in a single pass any arbitrary transduction if
one is allowed to use a bounded number of output tapes and if one has
the possibility of erasing on them.
Since the general case is rather cumbersome it may be enough to
restrict ourself to the detailed examination of the procedure needed for
the deciphering of an encoding.
ThUS, let us assume now that Sand S' are reduced to a single
element and that consequently Tl is an isomorphism

FX~

Fy • The sets

Hand K have the same meaning as in the last previous section and P =
is the submonoid of Fy generated by H.
To any geF y we associate the set
that g

= pk

As

of those keK which are such

for some p e Pj As contains at most h elements and, conse-

quently, the equivalence relation on Fy defined by Xg = Ag' has ohly

~X

11

finitely many classes; since, furthermore, it is right regular we can
construct a conventional automaton whose states are identified with
the various possible As's and whose transitions are given by (Xg)y = A(gy).
We still observe that for any g € Fy either Xg is empty (and in this
case g cannot be a left factor of a word in p) or, if k€Ag there exists
a uniquely determined element f

= £P

€ FX such that g =(nf)k= pk •
Let us now consider a word gil €p and any factorization gil = gyg' of it;
let us assume also that we have been able to record on As tapes the

words £p. corresponding to the Ag elements
k.1
.
~ .

€

Ag.

~he

automaton is

in state As and upon reading the letter y it will go to the state A(gy).
For each ki € As four cases are possible and we list below the printing
instructions to be followed in each of them:
1. k.y
does not belong to H nor to K (i.e. k.y
cannot be a left factor
~
lof a word of p); then the machine erases the corresponding word £Pi •
2. kiy belongs to H and not toK; the machine writes on the corresponding
tape the letter

x~X

such that

~x

= kiy; thus, on this tape we now have

(£Pi)x.

3. kiy belongs to K and not to H; the machine does nothing on the
corresponding tape.

4. k.y belongs to H and to K; the machine does as in 2. above but also
~

it takes a new tape and it reproduces on it the word £Pi.

This new tape

corresponds to the element: kiy €A(gy).
At the end of the reading of gil, /\gil contains ey because, by
hypothesis, g"1C€ P and the corresponding tape carries the word £g"
such that

~(~g")

= gil •

It is clear that, at any given stage of the procedure only h tapes
at most are needed since we can use the tapes made free by the operation
1. above.
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The proof of the validity of the algorithm is left to the reader
and in figures 1. and 2. we give a complete account of the construction
4 4 2 2
of the state diagram and of the deciphering of the word a ba b a for
the-following example:

~xl

~x2

= aa ;

= baa ;

~x3

= bb ;

~x4

= ba ;

~x5

= bb ; K = ey,a,b,ba,bb

(This is an encoding because it is a left prefix code in the three
words: u=a;v=ba;w=bb
44242
We find ;(a b a b a = xlx2xlx3xl
IV.

•

Relationships with regular events.

As we shall deal here with fixed initial states, we write for
any subset Ff (G') of FX (F y ) :

~t = geF y : g=~(sl;f;si) fEF'
IV.l. The subset Gt pf
to

~X

; ~-lGt = fEF X : ~(sl;f;si)=€ G' •

belongs to Ry if and only if

~

-1

G' belongs

Rx •

Proof.

By definition there corresponds to every F'

regular equivalence

€

R a right
X

y with finitely many classes such that F' is

a union of y-classes; in the proof of 111 ..2. we have seen how to
construct A associated to y and such that

~t

is a union of

~

classes;

since A is right regular and has only finitely many classes, this
proves the forward implication.
In particular, since FX belongs to R ' this shows that the total
X
output

~X

is a regular event.

Let now Gt be a subset of

~X

that belongs to Ry ; G' is defined

by a certain right regular relation A with finitely many classes and
we construct the relation a on F by the following conditions:
X

13
of = of f

if and only i f

1 = eff';
11
a is right regular because, if of= of' we have S1ff" = .81 f' f" and

1. 8 f

A.1)(Sl;ff";Sf) = 'A.1)(8 1 ;f;f"S') 1)(s 1f;f";s') = . A;1)(S1"'f' 'f"s') . 1)(s1f' ''f"'s')
,
= A.1)(sl;f'f" ;s')

where the second and third equality result from the right regularity of
A. an where the second equality is a consequence of

of

= of'.

Also, a

has at most S x A. S' classes and 1) -1G' is a union of a-classes.

This

concludes the proof.

IV.2.

Provided that X contains two letters or more, there corresponds

to each G('€Ry a right transduction 1) such that G'·: 'flF X •
Proof.·Because of our hypothesis on X it is enough to prove the same
statement for an arbitrarily large (finite) input alphabet and, then,to
perform a preliminary encoding.
The result is trivial if G" is finite and, by Kleene's theory, it
is enough to show that if G and G' are the total output respectively
of the right transductions 1) and

i'

(with the disjoint input alphabets

X,X') such that their total output is respectively G G', GG' and G*
in Kleene's notation.

The construction given below is the simplest

to describe.
Lest Sand S' be the set of states of the right transducers 1)
and 1)'; we can assume that S and Sf are disjoint and we define S" as the
union of S, S' and of two new states st and
1. s*1 x"
to

for which we have:

-- s'x"
and 1)1(st;x") =.T\(sl;x") or' y}l(si,x ll ) according
1

x" E X or X'.

2. s*x"
o

s"x"

= s1
x" .or

s~

= s*o

= s*o

for all x" and 1) i (s*'x")
= eY for all s" , x" such that
0'

14
3. s"x" and Tli(s";x") are the same as in the original transducers
when slleS and x"eX or when s"eS' and xlleX'.

4. for Tll
for Tl2
\

and
for Tl

3

s"x"

= s*o

when sUeS and x"eX' or when s"eS' and x"eX.

s"x" = Slx" and Tl2 (SIl;X Il ) = Tl2 (S!;x") when s"eS' and x"eX'
s"x" = 8*o when s"eS' and xlleX •
' we take G=G' (and S identical to Sf) and we define
s"x"

= s!

and Tl (m";x")
3
s"eS' and s" € X•

= Tl3(s!;x ll )

The verification is left to the reader.

when s"eS and x"{!X'or when

15
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